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1. Name of Property 
Historic name: Prairie Grove Airlight Outdoor Telephone Booth 
Other names/site number: Site #WA1233 
Name of related multiple property listing: 
NIA 

(Enter "NI A" if property is not part of a multiple property listing 

2. Location 

SEP 2 2 2015 

Nat Register of Historic Places 
NatioAal Park Service 

Street & number: Southwest comer of East Douglas (U.S. 62) and Parker streets 
City or town: Prairie Grove State: Arkansas County: Washington 
Not For Publication:□ Vicinity: □ 

3. State/Federal Agency Certification 

As the designated authority under the National Historic Preservation Act, as amended, 

I hereby certify that this _x_ nomination _ request for determination of eligibility meets 
the documentation standards for registering properties in the National Register of Historic 
Places and meets the procedural and professional requirements set forth in 36 CFR Part 60. 

In my opinion, the property ___X_ meets _ does not meet the National Register Criteria. I 
recommend that this property be considered significant at the following 
level(s) of significance: 

_national statewide _,X_local 
Applicable National Register Criteria: 

X A B ...x_c D 

Date 

Arkansas Historic Preservation .Program 

State or Federal agency/bureau or Tribal Government 

In my opinion, the property _ meets _ does not meet the National Register criteria. 

Signature of commenting official: 

Title: 

1 

Date 

State or Federal agency/bureau 
or Tribal Government 
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4. National Park Service Certification 

I l~ •certify that this property is: 

_ entered in the National Register 

_ determined eligible for the National Register 

_ determined not eligible for the National Register 

_ removed from the National Register 

_ other (explain:) 
- ======:;;;:;::-----

5. Classification 

Ownership of Property 

(Check as many boxes as apply.) 
Private: c=J 
Public - Local □ 

Public - State D 
Public - Federal □ 

Category of Property 

(Check only one box.) 

Building(s) 

District 

Site 

Structure 

Object 

□ 
□ 
□ 
0 
□ 
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Number of Resources within Property 
(Do not include previously listed resources in the count) 

Contributing Noncontributing 

Washington County, Arkansas 
County and State 

1 buildings 

1 

sites 

structures 

objects 

Total 

Number of contributing resources previously listed in the National Register ___ _ 

6. Function or Use 
Historic Functions 
(Enter categories from instructions.) 

lNDUSTR Y /PROCES IN G/EXTRACTlON/commLmications faci.J ity 

Current Functions 
(Enter categories from instructions.) 

INDUSTRY/PROCESSING/EXTRACTION/communications facility 
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7. Description 

Architectural Classification 
(Enter categories from instructions.) 

OTHER/Telephone Booth 

Materials: (enter categories from instructions.) 

Washington County, Arkansas 
County and State 

Principal exterior materials of the property: --=M=E=-T=-cAc....==L'-'----'=GC..CCL=A-==-S"""S __________ _ 

Narrative Description 
(Describe the historic and current physical appearance and condition of the property. Describe 
contributing and noncontributing resources if applicable. Begin with a summary paragraph that 
briefly describes the general characteristics of the property, such as its location, type, style, 
method of construction, setting, size, and significant features. Indicate whether the property has 
historic integrity.) 

Summary Paragraph 
The Prairie Grove Airlight Outdoor Telephone Booth is a square telephone booth located on the 
south side of U.S. 62 on the east side of Prairie Grove. The booth was built c.1960 and features 
aluminum and glass construction. The booth rests on a concrete pad and is topped by a flat 
aluminum roof. The bi-fold door is located on the booth's north side, adjacent to U.S. 62. 

Narrative Description 
The Prairie Grove Airlight Outdoor Telephone Booth is a square telephone booth located at the 
southwest comer of U.S. 62 and Parker Street on the east side of Prairie Grove. The booth was 
built c.1960 and features aluminum ("satin anodized aluminum," according to the specifications) 
and glass construction. The booth rests on a concrete pad and is topped by a flat aluminum roof. 
The bi-fold door is located on the booth's north side, adjacent to U.S. 62. 

According to Section 2.02 of the 1971 specifications for the Airlight Telephone Booth, "The 
overall dimensions of the booth are: 

• Height - 86-1/8 inches 
• Width- 35-7/16 inches at roof, 33-1/2 inches at base 
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• Depth-35-7/16 inches at roof, 33-1/2 inches at base." 1 

Washington County, Arkansas 
County and State 

The location of the booth, which is adjacent to U.S. 62 and just to the northeast of the Colonial 
Motel, was a perfect location to serve residents, travelers, and motel guests. It is also across the 
street from Prairie Grove Battlefield Park (NR-listed September 4, 1970). 

The booth's phone number is ( 4 79) 846-9314. 

Front/North Fa<;ade 
The north fa9ade contains the booth's bi-fold door, which is located slightly off-center to the 
east. According to Section 2.03 of the specifications, "The door consists of two vertical sections, 
each containing two clear safety glass panels. The door is self-closing and folds along the right 
wall when opened." The specifications indicate that the glass is tempered glass that is 7/32" 
thick.2 

Above the door is a red panel with white letters that reads "TELEPHONE." A small projecting 
aluminum cornice spans the top of the booth. 

Side/EastFa<;ade 
The east side of the booth consists of four large horizontally-oriented panels, with the top three 
panels being 7 /32" -thick tempered glass. The panels are all off-center slightly to the south. The 
bottom panel is an opaque red panel. Below the bottom panel is a small rectangular aluminum 
panel with six louvers that provide ventilation in the booth. Above the top panel is a red panel 
with white letters that reads "TELEPHONE." A small projecting aluminum cornice spans the 
top of the booth. 

Rear/South Fa<;ade 
The south side of the booth consists of four large horizontally-oriented panels, with the top three 
panels being 7 /32" -thick tempered glass. The panels are all off-center slightly to the east. The 
bottom panel is an opaque red panel. Below the bottom panel is a small rectangular aluminum 
panel with six louvers that provide ventilation in the booth. Above the top panel is a red panel 
with white letters that reads "TELEPHONE." A small projecting aluminum cornice spans the 
top of the booth. 

Side/WestFa<;ade 
The west side of the booth consists of four large horizontally-oriented panels, with the top three 
panels being 7/32"-thick tempered glass. The panels are all off-center slightly to the north. The 
bottom panel is an opaque red panel. Below the bottom panel is a small rectangular aluminum 
panel with six louvers that provide ventilation in the booth. Above the top panel is a red panel 

1 American Telephone and Telegraph Company. Bell System Practices, Section 508-401-100, Outdoor Booth, KS-
14611 Airtight. Issue 1, November 1971, p. 1. Found at: http://thephonebooth.com/library/psem/508-401-100.pdf. 
2 American Telephone and Telegraph Company. Bell System Practices, Section 508-401-100, Outdoor Booth, KS-
14611 Airtight. Issue 1, November 1971, pp. 1 and 3. Found at: http://thephonebooth.com/library/psem/508-401-
100.pdf. 
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with white letters that reads "TELEPHONE." A small projecting aluminum cornice spans the 
top of the booth. 

Interior 
The interior of the booth consists of one space with the telephone located in the southwest comer 
of the booth. An aluminum shelf, that tapers from south to north to provide clearance for the 
open door, is located on the west wall between the bottom two glass panels. A plastic phone 
directory holder is suspended from the bottom of the shelf. Light in the booth is provided by a 
circular florescent tube light located above a translucent cover. 

Integrity 
The Prairie Grove Airlight Outdoor Telephone Booth retains excellent integrity from the time of 
its construction c.1960. Although the booth was struck by an SUV in 2014, the booth was 
restored and reinstalled by Prairie Grove Telephone Company (PGTelco ). The telephone that is 
in the Prairie Grove Airlight Outdoor Telephone Booth is the original telephone from the time of 
the booth's installation c.1960. When the booth was damaged in 2014 the only part that was 
replaced was some of the glass panes. Some of the panes had already disappeared prior to the 
accident, and those were replaced along with any others that had been broken. The booth's 
original aluminum structure is still intact, although it was straightened after the accident. 3 The 
setting around the telephone booth also reflects the setting at the time of the booth's construction, 
since U.S. 62, Prairie Grove Battlefield Park, and the Colonial Motel were all in place in 1960. 

3 Parks, David. President, Prairie Grove Telephone Company (PGTelco). E-mail to the author. 30 July 2015 . 
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8. Statement of Significance 

Applicable National Register Criteria 

Washington County, Arkansas 
County and State 

(Mark "x" in one or more boxes for the criteria qualifying the property for National Register 
listing.) 

□ 
0 

□ 

A. Property is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the 
broad patterns of our history. 

B. Property is associated with the lives of persons significant in our past. 

C. Property embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of 
construction or represents the work of a master, or possesses high artistic values, 
or represents a significant and distinguishable entity whose components lack 
individual distinction. 

D. Property has yielded, or is likely to yield, information important in prehistory or 
history. 

Criteria Considerations 
(Mark "x" in all the boxes that apply.) 

D A. Owned by a religious institution or used for religious purposes 

D B. Removed from its original location 

D C. A birthplace or grave 

D D. A cemetery 

□ E. A reconstructed building, object, or structure 

□ F. A commemorative property 

□ G. Less than 50 years old or achieving significance within the past 50 years 
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Areas of Significance 
(Enter categories from instructions.) 

ARCHITECTURE 
COMMUNICATIONS 

Period of Significance 
c.1960-1965 

Significant Dates 
c.1960 

Significant Person 
(Complete only if Criterion B is marked above.) 

Cultural Affiliation 

Architect/Builder 
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Statement of Significance Summary Paragraph (Provide a summary paragraph that includes 
level of significance, applicable criteria, justification for the period of significance, and any 
applicable criteria considerations.) 

The Prairie Grove Airlight Outdoor Telephone Booth is being nominated to the National 
Register of Historic Places with local significance under Criterion C as an excellent example of 
the Airlight Outdoor Telephone Booth developed in the mid- l 950s. When the Airlight Outdoor 
Telephone Booth was introduced c.1954, advertisements touted it as "something new in 
telephone booths." Its aluminum construction was an improvement over previous booths, and 
the glass around it, along with the overhead light, made the Airlight Outdoor Telephone Booth 
well-lighted and very comfortable to use. 

The Airlight Outdoor Telephone Booth had several distinctive characteristics that were common 
to that type of telephone booth, and which are exhibited in the example in Prairie Grove. The 
aluminum frame and glass panels allowed the weather resistance and weather protection for 
users that were necessary for an outdoor application. The previous wooden telephone booths 
were designed for indoor use, so the Airlight Outdoor Telephone Booth represented an evolution 
in telephone booth design in order to allow it to function better in more varied environments. 
Advertisements for the Airlight booth also touted the "tip-up directories" that are in "easy reach" 
and the "ample shelf for packages and handbags," both of which are present in the Prairie Grove 
booth. 

In addition, the Prairie Grove Airlight Outdoor Telephone Booth is also being nominated to the 
National Register with local significance under Criterion A for its importance in the 
communications history of Prairie Grove. By the early 1980s, AT&T oversaw approximately 1.4 
million pay phones around the country. In the days before cellular phones, the pay phone and 
telephone booth were instrumental in allowing telephone communications outside the home or 
office. Furthermore, the Airlight Outdoor Telephone Booth was important in communications in 
the fact that it was geared towards automobile users, especially in small towns and rural areas, 
which also represented an evolution from the previous phone booths that were more pedestrian 
oriented. Although the introduction of cellular phones has meant the fast and widespread demise 
of the phone booth, a local outcry called for the reinstallation of the Prairie Grove Airlight 
Outdoor Telephone Booth after it was damaged in early 2014, illustrating the importance of the 
phone booth to the local community. 

Narrative Statement of Significance (Provide at least one paragraph for each area of 
significance.) 
HISTORY OF THE PROPERTY 
The establishment of Washington County and Arkansas's western border began in 1820 with the 
creation of Crawford County by the Arkansas territorial legislature. Four years later, Congress 
passed a bill that moved the western boundary of the Arkansas territory 40 miles to the west, 
although white settlers were not allowed to establish residence in the new area due to an 1817 
treaty. In 182 7 the Secretary of War lifted the ban on white settlement in the Cherokee country, 
and on October 13, 1827, Lovely County was created by the Arkansas territorial legislature. The 
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following year, a treaty moved the territorial boundary 40 miles to the east, to its present 
location, and on October, 17, 1828, the territorial legislature created Washington County out of 
Lovely County, which ceased to exist.4 

The site of Prairie Grove was first settled in 1829 by Reverend Andrew Buchanan, and through 
his activities a school and church were also soon established. After Buchanan's death in 1857, 
his land was split up among various benefactors, and in 1871, Buchanan's stepson, Col. James P. 
Neal, acquired the various parcels and began to live in Buchanan's homestead.5 

After Neal was able to acquire all of the parcels, he decided to establish a town on the land. Neal 
was able to secure a post office, and he became the first postmaster. In the next few years, 
several businesses were established, including a blacksmith shop in 1872, a general store in 
1875, and a large flour mill in 1876. In 1877, the town was platted and the sale of the first lots 
began on March 24, 1877. By the late 1880s, Prairie Grove had a population of around 500 
residents.6 Prairie Grove was incorporated on July 9, 1888.7 

The commercial importance of Prairie Grove also grew as the town's population grew. By the 
late 1880s, it was reported that 

The two most important manufacturing enterprises of the 
town are the Prairie Grove Mills, now owned and operated by H. 
C. & G. W. Crowell, and the Prairie Grove Canning and 
Evaporating Factory, operated by a joint-stock company .... The 
factory is supplied with all the latest improved machinery for 
canning and evaporating fruit. It has a capacity of 10,000 cans per 
day by the canning process, and 250 bushels per day when 
evaporating fruit or vegetables. 

The mercantile interests of Prairie Grove are represented by 
the following individuals and firms: General stores, H. C. & G. W. 
Crowell, B. A. Carl, W. N. Butler & Co., Hardy & Marrs, W. P. 
Dyer and D. F. McMillan; furniture, H. H. Collier; harness and 
saddlery, A. Dixon & Co.; druggists, McCormick & Co. and H. C. 
Crowell; jewelry, musical instruments, etc., Simmons & 
Henderson; marble works, Leach & Dorman; hardware, Baggett & 
Sanders; lumber, J. V. Rich.8 

4 History of Washington County, Arkansas. Springdale, AR: Shiloh Museum, 1989, pp. 85-86. 
5 History of Benton, Washington, Carroll, Madison, Crawford, Franklin, and Sebastian Counties, Arkansas. 
Chicago: The Goodspeed Publishing Co., 1889, p. 265. 
6 History of Benton, Washington, Carroll, Madison, Crawford, Franklin, and Sebastian Counties, Arkansas. 
Chicago: The Goodspeed Publishing Co., 1889, p. 265. 
7 History of Washington County, Arkansas. Springdale, AR: Shiloh Museum, 1989, p. 264. 
8 History of Benton, Washington, Carroll, Madison, Crawford, Franklin, and Sebastian Counties, Arkansas. 
Chicago: The Goodspeed Publishing Co., 1889, p. 266. 
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Communication was also important during the early days of Prairie Grove, the town having had 
three newspapers by 1890. "In 1885 a weekly newspaper called the Prairie Grove News was 
established by Joseph Garrison, and published for about one year. In April, 1887, H. Milton 
Butler began the publication of the Prairie Grove Banner, which he has since continued. The 
Rising Sun was published for a short time in 1887, but was soon bought out by the Banner."9 

Although the first telephone call, which was between Alexander Graham Bell and his assistant, 
Thomas Watson, occurred on March 10, 1876, it was a few years before the people of Arkansas 
could make phone calls. Telephone service first reached Arkansas when the Western Union 
Telegraph Company installed it in Little Rock in November 1879. It is believed that Little 
Rock's telephone exchange is the third oldest exchange in the country. After it was used in Little 
Rock, it was not long until telephone service was installed in other parts of the state, including 
Prairie Grove. '0 

Telephone service came to Prairie Grove in 1888 when local physician Ephraim Graham 
McCormick strung a telephone wire across the city's main street to his brother's pharmacy 
across the street. Since many of the town's neighbors also wanted to have telephone service, the 
brothers incorporated the company in October 1906. Initially, the Prairie Grove Telephone 
Company had a switchboard and a one-page directory. 11 

After establishing the phone service in Prairie Grove, McCormick later strung the line from 
Prairie Grove to Fayetteville. James C. Parks, McCormick's son-in-law, started working on the 
switchboard and later became president of the company. He operated the company until his 
death in 1958. Throughout the twentieth century, the company grew and survived the World 
Wars and the Depression, due in part by never disconnecting a phone for not paying the bill. 
(Payments were routinely accepted "in the form of eggs, produce and 'the occasional cow."') 
The company remains in the Parks family and is currently headed by David Parks, who came on 
board with the company in 1980. Today, the Prairie Grove Telephone Company has 33 
employees, 6,900 landlines, and 5,800 bills that are sent out every month. The old Prairie Grove 
telephone prefix was Vinewood or VI. 12 

Initially, telephone service was only limited to those people who subscribed to telephone service 
and leased the company's equipment. However, if a non-subscriber had an emergency and 
needed to summon the police or fire department, they had no way to do it. As a result, it became 
apparent early on that telephone usage had to be open to everyone. The solution was to have a 
public pay station, and the first one opened on June 1, 1880, in the New Haven office of the 
Connecticut Telephone Company. The cost per call was ten cents, which was paid to a 
uniformed attendant. Not long afterwards, William Gray, invented a "coin-controlled apparatus 

9 History of Benton, Washington, Carroll, Madison, Crawford, Franklin, and Sebastian Counties, Arkansas. 

Chicago: The Goodspeed Publishing Co., 1889, pp. 265-266. 
10 Sutherlin, Diann. The Arkansas Handbook. Little Rock, AR: Fly-By-Night Press, 1996, p. 392. 
11 Barry, Dan. "A Town Won't Let Go ofa Coin-Drop Line to the Past." The New York Times, 4 July 2014, found 
at: http://www.nytimes.com/20 J 4/07 /05/us/0S land.html? r=0. 
12 Barry, Dan. "A Town Won't Let Go ofa Coin-Drop Line to the Past." The New York Times, 4 July 2014, found 
at: http://www.nytimes.com/20 l 4/07/05/us/05land.htm l? r=0. 
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for telephones" that required inserting a coin into a slot. Gray's invention was given patent 
number 408,709, and the first one was installed in the Hartford Bank in 1889. 13 

As pay stations for phones became more prevalent, it was only a matter of time before a booth 
developed to allow the conversation to have some privacy. The first fully-enclosed telephone 
booth, which was interestingly on wheels, was patented in 1883. By the early 1890s, however, 
phone booths had become quite elaborate affairs. An 1891 brochure indicated that "basic models 
- with double walls and domed roofs - were available in oak or cherry and cost between $112 
and $225. Extra features included a Wilton rug for $3.50 or $6.50, revolving stools with russet 
leather tops for $2.00, and yellow silk window draperies for $3.00 a pair." 14 

By 1912, Western Electric's catalog featured simplified phone booth models that could be lined 
up in a row. The booths featured double-hinged folding doors, fans, lights and stools that were 
attached to the booth's hardwood walls. Each booth also featured shelves with slots below them 
to hold the phone book. Later models, which were made of steel, were specifically intended for 
outdoor use. 15 

As the twentieth century dawned, the use of the telephone - and the telephone booth - grew 
tremendously. As Ariana Kelly writes in her article, "Last Call for Phone Booths," "By 1904 
there were over 3 million phones and 81,000 phone booths across America. By 1946, only half 
of American homes contained phones; consequently, pay phones were nexus points for 
communities. For traveling salesmen and other insolvent entrepreneurs, telephone booths in the 
lobbies of public buildings were the only affordable places to do business." 16 

Outdoor telephone booths began to appear in the 1940s during World War II at military bases, 
and they allowed military personnel to make calls to families back home. However, it was 
during the 1950s that they became prevalent on the American landscape. Interestingly, "Pay 
telephones eventually became so deeply ingrained in American life that even the government 
catered to them: When the U.S. Treasury changed the composition of coins, they checked with 
the telephone company to make sure the coins were compatible with pay phones." 17 

Although telephone booths were intended to attract people who needed to make phone calls, they 
attracted two other groups for very different reasons. College students loved phone booths for 
the crazy competition of seeing how many people they could fit in one. The North American 
record, which was set at St. Mary's College in Morega, California, was 22. Phone booths 
installed in National Parks also did a good job of attracting moose. Interestingly, as Michael 

13 Stern, Ellen, and Emily Gwathmey. Once Upon a Telephone: An Illustrated Social History. New York: 
Harcourt Brace and Company, 1994, pp. 117-118. 
14 Stern, Ellen, and Emily Gwathmey. Once Upon a Telephone: An Illustrated Social History. New York: 
Harcourt Brace and Company, 1994, pp. 120-121. 
15 Stern, Ellen, and Emily Gwathmey. Once Upon a Telephone: An Illustrated Social History. New York: 
Harcourt Brace and Company, 1994, p. 121. 
16 Kelly, Ariana. "Last Call for Phone Booths." Los Angeles Review of Books, 13 January 2013. Found at: 
http://www.salon.com/2013/01/13/last call for phone booths/. 
17 McLeod, Michael. "Old-Fashioned Telephone Booths are Quickly Becoming Obsolete." The Seattle Times . 
Found at: http://community.seattletimes.nwsource.com/archive/?date=20030430&s1ug=payphones30. 
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McLeod writes in his article "Old-Fashioned Telephone Booths are Quickly Becoming 
Obsolete," "Several of the animals charged into the booths and destroyed them, having mistaken 
their reflections in the glass for a rival homing in on their area code."18 

When the Airlight Outdoor Telephone Booth was introduced in the mid-1950s, the Bell 
Telephone System took out advertisements touting the booth's new modern design and features. 
For example, a 1954 advertisement proclaimed that "There's Something New in Telephone 
Booths." The advertisement read: 

Any time you see one of these new Airlight Outdoor 
Telephone Booths, you're likely to want to go right in and make a 
call. 

For they are mighty attractive and comfortable. They are 
well-lighted, day and night. Tip-up directories are in easy reach. 
There's an ample shelf for packages and handbags. 

The Airlight Outdoor Booths are never closed. They are 
available for service 24 hours a day, every day in the year. 

It's just another step in the never-endingjob of making the 
telephone more convenient and more useful to more and more 
people. 

By bringing the telephone closer to you, we bring you 
closer to everybody. And thus make the service just that much 
more valuable. 19 

Another advertisement from 1959 also stressed the convenience of the new phone booths in a 
variety of situations. The advertisement, titled "Like a lighthouse on the highway," showed a lit
up phone booth on the shoulder of a dark highway, and read 

A thoughtful husband, hurrying home, phones to reassure 
his wife. 

A young family calls ahead to make reservations for the 
night. 

A vacationing couple enjoys a telephone visit with old 
friends off their route. 

A sputtering car coasts to a stop and two grateful women 
phone for road service. 

Lighted outdoor telephone booths are multiplying along 
America's highways. They and half a million other public 

18 McLeod, Michael. "Old-Fashioned Telephone Booths are Quickly Becoming Obsolete." The Seattle Times. 
Found at: http://communiLy.seaLtletimes.nw ource.com/archive/?date=20030430&slug=payphones30. Interestingly, 
according to http://www.fiftie web.com/fashioo/cramming.htm, telephone-booth stuffing originated in Durban 
South Africa, and the South African record of25 people has yet to be surpassed. 
19 "There's Something New in Telephone Booths." 1954 Bell Telephone System Advertisement. Found at: 
http://thephonebooth.com/phoneadverts/telephonebooths/something-new-in-telephone-booths.html. 
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County and State 

places - make telephone service more useful and convenient day or 
night. 

Public telephones get things done wherever you are. They 
save you time and trouble. Use them like your own phone - to 
visit a friend, check an address, thank a hostess - to make reports, 
appointments, sales. There's always a public phone handy to help 

20 you. 

The Airlight Outdoor Telephone Booth was the first telephone booth that was designed 
specifically for outdoor use where previous telephone booths were meant for indoor use. The 
aluminum frame, glass booth, and the light allowed it to be used outdoors and at night as well as 
during the day. As one of the advertisements pointed out, "The Airlight Outdoor Booths are 
never closed. They are available for service 24 hours a day, every day in the year. It's just 
another step in the never-ending job of making the telephone more convenient and more useful 
to more and more people."21 

The use of the Airlight Outdoor Telephone Booth soon spread across the country, including 
Arkansas. The Prairie Grove Telephone Company installed one on the east side of Prairie Grove 
on U.S. 62 near the Colonial Motel c.1960. The booth's location on the main highway near a 
motel and across the street from the Prairie Grove Battlefield Park made perfect sense. People 
passing through Prairie Grove, staying at the motel, or visiting the park, could enjoy the booth's 
convemence. 

The Airlight Outdoor Telephone Booth had several distinctive characteristics that were common 
to that type of telephone booth, and which are exhibited in the example in Prairie Grove. The 
aluminum frame and glass panels allowed the weather resistance and weather protection for 
users that were necessary for an outdoor application. The previous wooden telephone booths 
were designed for indoor use, so the Airlight Outdoor Telelphone Booth represented an evolution 
in telephone booth design in order to allow it to function better in more varied environments. 
Advertisements for the Airlight booth also touted the "tip-up directories" that are in "easy reach" 
and the "ample shelf for packages and handbags," both of which are present in the Prairie Grove 
booth. 

Although no records exist concerning the installation of this particular phone booth, the Airlight 
Outdoor Telephone Booth was geared towards automobile users, especially in small towns and 
rural areas, which also represented an evolution from the previous phone booths that were more 
pedestrian oriented. The advertisements that touted the new booths also illustrate the fact that 
they were often meant for drivers. The advertisement proclaiming "There's Something New in 
Telephone Booths" is illustrated with a booth next to a highway and also shows a mother making 
a call with her car parked right nearby. The other advertisement is also illustrated with a phone 

20 "Like a Lighthouse on the Highway." 1959 Bell Telephone System Advertisement. Found at: 
http: //thephonebooth.com/phoneadverts/ telephonebooths/like-a-lighthouse.hlml . 
21 "There's Something New in Telephone Booths." 1954 Bell Telephone System Advertisement. Found at: 
http://thephonebooth.com/phoneadverts/telephonebooths/something-new-in-telephone-booths.html . 
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booth next to a highway and the tagline drives home the auto-centric nature of the booth by 
proclaiming that it's "Like a lighthouse on the highway." The text in the advertisement also 
illustrates the fact that the Airlight Outdoor Telephone Booth was something that was useful for 
drivers. The advertisement said: 

A thoughtful husband, hurrying home, phones to reassure his wife. 
A young family calls ahead to make reservations for the night. 
A vacationing couple enjoys a telephone visit with old friends off 
their route. 
A sputtering car coasts to a stop and two grateful women phone for 
road service. 

Lighted outdoor telephone booths are multiplying along America's 
h. h 22 1g ways ... 

The Prairie Grove Airlight Outdoor Telephone Booth also shows that these were often meant to 
be used by motorists. The location of the booth, next to the Colonial Motel, and across the street 
from Prairie Grove Battlefield Park was a location that would have been convenient for tourists 
coming to Prairie Grove, especially by automobile, since it was on U.S. 62. Interestingly, at 
about the same time that the phone booth was installed, a lot of work was being carried out at 
Prairie Grove Battlefield Park, including moving structures from the surrounding area to the 
park, in order to enhance the visitor experience.23 

The Prairie Grove Telephone Company had at least three other Airlight Telephone Booths in 
addition to the one in Prairie Grove. Company records indicate that the company had one booth 
in Farmington and two in Lincoln, but all were removed prior to 1990. The booths in Lincoln 
and Farmington were also along U.S. 62 in order to cater to motorists, so that people could pull 
over and park in order to use the phone.24 

Although the exact date of the installation of the Prairie Grove Airlight Outdoor Telephone 
Booth is not known, the Prairie Grove Telephone Company believes that it was installed c.1960. 
An article in the Prairie Grove Enterprise on April 17, 1958, talked about the growth of Prairie 
Grove's phone system and the upgrades that the company was undertaking, and it's possible that 
the phone booth was installed as part of the improvements. The article stated: 

Thirty-seven new telephones were installed last month by 
the Prairie Grove Telephone Company - breaking a previous 
record of thirty-two installations for one month. Also a new record 
was established for the three month period of January, February 

22 "Like a Lighthouse on the Highway." 1959 Bell Telephone System Advertisement. Found at: 
http://thephon.ebooth.com/phoneadverts/telephonebooths/like-a-lighthouse.html. 
23 Staff of the Arkansas Department of Parks and Tourism. "Prairie Grove Battlefield State Park." The 
Encyclopedia of Arkansas History and Culture. Found at: 
http://www.encyclop diaofarkansas.net/encvclopedia/entrv-detail.aspx?entryl D== 1253 . 
24 Parks, David. E-mail to the author. 30 July 2015. 
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and March when 97 new telephones were installed. These figures 
seem especially significant in view of the fact that January, 
February and March are normally the slowest months of the year. 
An indication that this part of the country is experiencing 
considerable growth at the present time. 

The company also announced that the new long distance 
equipment has been installed in the Prairie Grove, Lincoln, 
Farmington, Morrow and Dutch Mills exchanges and a great deal 
more new equipment will be installed within the next few months. 
This equipment has and will mean considerable improvement in all 
phases of telephone service.25 

The period of 195 8 was also a period of a tremendous amount of development at the Prairie 
Grove Battlefield Park, which may have also contributed to the installation of the booth to serve 
tourists coming to visit the park. 

The Airlight Outdoor Telephone Booth was replaced in many cases by the 1970s by the 
telephone kiosk. Not only was the telephone kiosk less maintenance (and therefore cheaper) for 
the telephone companies, the design and positioning of the kiosks sometimes meant that drivers 
didn't even have to get out of their cars to make calls. Although the Airlight Outdoor Telephone 
Booth was convenient for motorists, the evolution to the telephone kiosk took the convenience of 
using a pay phone from the car one step further. 

Like most phone companies, the Prairie Grove Telephone Company did switch to canopy type 
pay phones, sometimes referred to phone kiosks, which were open kiosks with pay phones that 
one could pull up to in an automobile. The phone kiosks consisted of a pole with an open box 
containing the pay phone. Sometimes, but not always, a beacon existed on top advertising the 
phone. The phone kiosk was also an improvement for the telephone company because it 
required less maintenance and was less costly for the company to utilize. Today, the Prairie 
Grove Telephone Company still operates two phone kiosks, one in Devil's Den State Park and 
one in front of their offices in Prairie Grove. 26 

By the 1980s, pay phones were still an important part of the telephone network and important in 
communications. Sonny Kleinfield's book The Biggest Company on Earth: A Profile of AT&T 
noted: 

Besides supplying home and business phone service, the 
Bell System superintends some 1.4 million pay phones. They are 
found in stores, on street corners, in subways, but also on 
Metroliner trains, stashed inside the Statue of Liberty, and rocking 
on some Coast Guard boats. Nothing is out of the question. A 
number of coin phones have been installed in forests to oblige 

25 "Phone Installations Set New Record." Prairie Grove Enterprise. 17 April 1958, p. 1. 
26 Parks, David. E-mail to the author. 17 August 2015. 
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talkative hunters. The decision on when to collect the coins from 
the phones (usually when about $72 piles up inside) is made by 
computer. In most cases it costs a dime to make a local call, 
though until recently it was a nickel in Louisiana and it's a quarter 
in Florida. Despite the relatively modest amount of money to be 
found in pay phones, they have long been a popular mark for 
criminals. Since it can take an embarrassingly long time to jimmy 
open and empty out a pay phone, coin robbers often take the whole 
phone with them, if they can. Ecologists once cleared out a Detroit 
municipal pond and discovered 168 coin phones buried in the 
debris. Some pay phone receivers rest on their hooks for months. 
At the other extreme, the phone near the ticket counter in the 
bowels of the Greyhound Bus Terminal on Chicago's Randolph 
Street is snatched up an average of 270 times a day. It's the 
busiest pay phone in the nation. Have to call the doctor? Go 
anywhere else.27 

The fact that some pay phones were not being used became more and more prevalent starting in 
the 1970s as the use of cellular phones increased. The time also marked when the phone booth 
all but disappeared. In 1993, there were 13 million cellular phones in the United States, and in 
just ten years it had skyrocketed to 143 million. During just about the same period, the number 
of pay phones declined from 2.6 million in 1996 to less than two million in 2003. As Michael 
McLeod writes: 

Once every pay phone had its own little booth, and every 
little booth was a stage for solitary dramas. Telephone booths 
were the original chat rooms, back in a time when real life was all 
that there was. 

Underworld characters slinked into the booths to smoke 
Lucky Strikes and rat on one another. Reporters in dapper hats 
phoned in scoops from them. Lovers held their receivers close to 
murmur across the wires. 

Phone booths held the crowd at bay, providing a sliver of 
privacy for one thin dime. It was the greatest time-share bargain in 
history. 

Naturally, it didn't last.28 

The usage for the Prairie Grove Airlight Outdoor Telephone Booth also illustrates the fact that 
the telephone booth is quickly becoming a thing of the past due to the proliferation of cell 
phones. In 1991, the Prairie Grove telephone booth brought in $340, but by 2005 the amount 
had dropped to $109.55. David Parks, President of the Prairie Grove Telephone Company, 

27 Kleinfield, Sonny. The Biggest Company on Earth. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1981, pp. 9-10. 
28 McLeod, Michael. "Old-Fashioned Telephone Booths are Quickly Becoming Obsolete." The Seattle Times. 
Found at: http://community.seattletimes.nwsource.com/archive/?date=20030430&slug=payphones30. 
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indicates that "In the 1970's the annual collection was $750 per year, 1980's it was $618 per 
year. In 2014 it was $19 of which over half of that amount was in August when we put the 
phone booth back in service and many people, including me, were making phone calls from the 
pay phone! Our TOTAL pay phone collection per month 25 years ago was around $1,500 per 
month. Now it is $12, on a good month."29 

The dramatic rise in cellular phone use and the dramatic decline in the use of pay phones almost 
took out the Prairie Grove Airlight Outdoor Telephone Booth in 2014. On June 7, 2014, the 
booth was damaged after being struck by an SUV whose owner had fallen asleep at the wheel. 
Due to the fact that the money raised by the booth- about $2.00 every six months - does not 
cover the booth's expenses, which includes the expense of maintaining the phone line and $5.00 
a month for the electricity to light the booth's light, the Prairie Grove Telephone Company 
(PGTelco) considered disconnecting the phone booth. However, because of the local response 
on Facebook, the company instead took the booth to their warehouse and began the process of 
repairing and restoring the booth. Patrick Smith, who had used the phone booth on many 
occasions as a teenager to call home after attending a move at the 112 Drive In Theater in 
Fayetteville, did most of the work on the booth. After several weeks of work, the Prairie Grove 
Airlight Outdoor Telephone Booth was reinstalled outside of the Colonial Motel where locals 
and passersby can stop and take pictures or, if they choose, once again even make a phone call.30 

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PROPERTY 
The Airlight Outdoor Telephone Booth was the first telephone booth that was designed 
specifically for outdoor use where previous telephone booths were meant for indoor use. The 
aluminum frame, glass booth, and the light allowed it to be used outdoors and at night as well as 
during the day. The Airlight Outdoor Telephone Booth had several distinctive characteristics 
that were common to that type of telephone booth, and which are exhibited in the example in 
Prairie Grove. The aluminum frame and glass panels allowed the weather resistance and weather 
protection for users that were necessary for an outdoor application. The previous wooden 
telephone booths were designed for indoor use, so the Airlight Outdoor Telelphone Booth 
represented an evolution in telephone booth design in order to allow it to function better in more 
varied environments. Advertisements for the Airlight booth also touted the "tip-up directories" 
that are in "easy reach" and the "ample shelf for packages and handbags," both of which are 
present in the Prairie Grove booth. 

The Prairie Grove Airlight Outdoor Telephone Booth represented a new direction in the design 
of telephone booths. Instead of wooden booths that were found inside hotels, drug stores, or 
other businesses in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the Airlight Outdoor 
Telephone Booth was developed specifically for outdoor use. Its aluminum and glass 
construction was durable enough to stand up to the elements and the amount of glass along with 

29 Parks, David. E-mail to the author. 3 August 2015, and Parks, David. E-mail to the author. 30 July 2015. 
30 "Accident Disconnects Beloved Prairie Grove Phone Booth." Found at: 
http://www.arka n sas matters. com/st ry/ d/story/accident-d i connects-beloved-prairie-grove-phone-
b/70375/Q Mo5 psvRn U 6yuF7nwk3 KA, and Barry, Dan. "A Town Won't Let Go ofa Coin-Drop Line to the Past." 
The New York Times, 4 July 2014, found at: http://www.nytimes.com/20l4/07/05/us/05land.html? r=0. 
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the louvers on the sides allowed its namesake elements - air and light - to flood the booth. Bell 
Telephone touted the new Airlight booth as being "mighty attractive and comfortable," and 
features such as being "well-lighted, day and night," having "tip-up directories .. .in easy reach," 
and having "an ample shelf for packages and handbags" made it live up to Bell Telephone's 
claim.31 The Prairie Grove Airlight Outdoor Telephone Booth represents an excellent example 
of this distinctive 1950s phone booth type, and although it was once common around the 
country, it is one of two Airlight Telephone Booths currently known to remain in Arkansas. 

Telephone booths were once a common feature in America's towns and cities. The 1958 
Telephone Almanac estimated that there were "some half a million" indoor and outdoor 
telephone booths in use around the country.32 The fact that telephone booths like the Airlight 
booth were multiplying along America's highways made "telephone service more useful and 
convenient day or night."33 The importance of the Airlight telephone booth in communications 
was claimed by Bell Telephone in their advertisements in that "they save you time and trouble" 
and "by bringing the telephone closer to you, we bring you closer to everybody. And thus make 
the service just that much more valuable. "34 The value and importance of telephone booths, 
especially in the days prior to the proliferation of cellular phones, is indisputable. 

The location of Prairie Grove's Airlight booth illustrates its importance in the town's 
communication during the 1960s (and up to today). Located on U.S. 62, the main highway 
through town, the booth is located adjacent to the Colonial Motel, Prairie Grove's only hotel, and 
across the road from Prairie Grove Battlefield Park, the community's main tourist attraction. 
The location meant that it was easily accessible to those who would most likely need it in Prairie 
Grove - travelers passing through and tourists visiting the park or spending the night in town. 

The Prairie Grove Airlight Outdoor Telephone Booth represents an excellent example of an 
Airlight booth, a type of building that has virtually disappeared from the landscape due to the 
exponential growth in the use of cellular phones. The Prairie Grove Airlight Outdoor Telephone 
Booth is also important to the communication history of Prairie Grove, representing an important 
means of communication in the area in the 1960s. Due to its importance in Prairie Grove's 
communication history, and due to its significance as an excellent example of an Airlight 
Outdoor Telephone Booth, the Prairie Grove Airlight Outdoor Telephone Booth is being 
nominated to the National Register of Historic Places with local significance under Criteria A 
and C. 

31 "There's Something New in Telephone Booths." 1954 Bell Telephone System Advertisement. Found at: 
http://thephonebooth.co1n/phoneadve1ts/telephonebooths/something-new-in-telephone-booths.html . 
32 Stern, Ellen, and Emily Gwathmey. Once Upon a Telephone: An Illustrated Social History. New York: 
Harcourt Brace and Company, 1994, p. 118. 
33 "Like a Lighthouse on the Highway." 1959 Bell Telephone System Advertisement. Found at: 
http://thephonebooth.com/phoneadver1s/telepho11ebooths/ like-a-lighthou e.html. 
34 "Like a Lighthouse on the Highway." 1959 Bell Telephone System Advertisement. Found at: 
http://thephonebooth.com/phoneadverts/telephoneboo1hs/ l ike-a-1 ighthouse. htm I, and "There's Something New in 
Telephone Booths." 1954 Bell Telephone System Advertisement. Found at: 
hnp://thephonebooth.com/phoneadverts/tel.ephonebooths/something-new-in-tel.ephone-booths.htm l. 
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__ preliminary determination of individual listing (36 CFR 67) has been requested 
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__ recorded by Historic American Buildings Survey # _____ _ 
__ recorded by Historic American Engineering Record # ____ _ 
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Primary location of additional data: 
X State Historic Preservation Office 

__ Other State agency 
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__ Local government 
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Historic Resources Survey Number (if assigned): _W_A_12_3_3 __________ _ 

10. Geographical Data 

Acreage of Property Less than one acre. 

Use either the UTM system or latitude/longitude coordinates 
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Latitude/Longitude Coordinates 
Datum if other than WGS84: -----
( enter coordinates to 6 decimal places) 
1. Latitude: 35.982623 Longitude: -94.309993 

2. Latitude: Longitude: 

3. Latitude: Longitude: 

4. Latitude: Longitude: 

Or 
UTM References 
Datum (indicated on USGS map): 

□NAD 1927 or 0 NAD 1983 

Washington County, Arkansas 
County and State 

1. Zone: 15 

2. Zone: 

Easting: 3 81904 

Easting: 

Northing: 3982814 

Northing: 

3. Zone: Easting: Northing: 

4. Zone: Easting: Northing: 

Verbal Boundary Description (Describe the boundaries of the property.) 

Beginning at UTM point 15/381902/3982815 on the southern edge of U.S. 62, proceed southerly 
for 15 feet to UTM point 15/381902/3982811, thence proceed easterly for 10 feet to UTM point 
15/381905/3982811, thence proceed northerly for 15 feet to the southern edge of U.S. 62 at 
UTM point 15/381905/3982815, thence proceed westerly along the eastern edge of U.S. 62 to 
the point of beginning. 

Boundary Justification (Explain why the boundaries were selected.) 

The boundary includes the Prairie Grove Airlight Outdoor Telephone Booth and its immediate 
surroundings. 
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Additional Documentation 

Submit the following items with the completed form: 

• Maps: A USGS map or equivalent (7.5 or 15 minute series) indicating the property's 
location. 

• Sketch map for historic districts and properties having large acreage or numerous 
resources. Key all photographs to this map. 

• Additional items: (Check with the SHPO, TPO, or FPO for any additional items.) 

Photographs 
Submit clear and descriptive photographs. The size of each image must be 1600x1200 pixels 
(minimum), 3000x2000 preferred, at 300 ppi (pixels per inch) or larger. Key all photographs 
to the sketch map. Each photograph must be numbered and that number must correspond to 
the photograph number on the photo log. For simplicity, the name of the photographer, 
photo date, etc. may be listed once on the photograph log and doesn't need to be labeled on 
every photograph. 

Photo Log 

Name of Property: Prairie Grove Airlight Outdoor Telephone Booth 

City or Vicinity: Prairie Grove 

County: Washington County 

Photographer: Callie Williams 
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Date Photographed: August 28, 2014 
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Description of Photograph(s) and number, include description of view indicating direction of 
camera: 

1 of 5 . South and east fac;ades, looking northwest. 

2 of _i_. North fac;ade, looking south. 

3 of 5 . West fa9ade, looking east. 

4 of 5 . West and south fa9ades, looking northeast. 

5 of_5_. View of the interior, looking southwest. 

Figure 1: Prairie Grove Airlight Outdoor Telephone Booth-After the Accident, 2014. 

Paperwork Reduction Act Statement: This information is being collected for applications to the National Register of Historic 
Places to nominate properties for listing or determine eligibility for listing, to list properties, and to amend existing listings. Response 
to this request is required to obtain a benefit in accordance with the National Historic Preservation Act, as amended (16 U.S.C.460 
et seq.). 
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RE: Prairie Grove Airlight Outdoor Telephone Booth - Prairie 
Grove, Washington County, Arkansas 

Dear Mr. Loether: 

We are enclosing for your review the above-referenced nomination. 
The Arkansas Historic Preservation Program has complied with all 
applicable nominating procedures and notification requirements in the 
nomination process. 

If you need further information, please call Ralph S. Wilcox of my staff 
at (501) 324-9787. Thank you for your cooperation in this matter. 

Si~~r 
Stacy ~ st 
State Historic Preservation Officer 

SH:rsw 

Enclosure 
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1201 Eye Street NW 
Washington, DC 20005 
202.354.2252 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR Mail - Return or Reject? 

----- - ----------------
Lusignan, Paul <paul_lusignan@nps.gov> Fri, May 29, 2015 at 3:03 PM 
To: "Gabbert, James" <james_gabbert@nps.gov> 
Cc: Barbara Wyatt <Barbara_Wyatt@nps.gov>, Roger Reed <roger_reed@nps.gov>, Patrick Andrus 
<Patrick_Andrus@nps.gov>, Alexis Abernathy <Alexis_Abemathy@nps.gov>, Lisa Deline <Lisa_Deline@nps.gov>, 
Edson Beall <Edson_Beall@nps.gov> 

Just being an example of something is not the same as NR eligibility, which has often been an Arkansas 
problem to my mind. What is the significant contribution to "local" architecture? Did the use of glass and 
aluminum here spur on a renewed interest in aluminum architecture in the community? Did little red trim panels 
become a local trend? Does the modem telecommunications age design tell us something important about local 
artistic thinking? I really don't care if it's Prairie Grove's only representative example of the property type, why is 
that significant? (V\Je've all become aware of the values attributed to the Greek Revival style and its emergence 
in American architecture, so the short hand nomination speaking to "good representative example of the type" is 
given the benefit of the doubt, but that same shorthand nomination does not work as well with "new'' design or 
property types, which call for more.) 

Criterion A. Same issue, just because it is something doesn't make it important. Within the concept of local 
telecommunications history, sis this particular phone stand out from any of the others in the community? (I 
could see if this was the one phone in town that everyone who needed to make a call came to use at the local 
store at a time when hardly anyone had a home phone (can you think Waltons), or the telephone box (listed) that 
represented the only method of outside communications for an isolated forest service outpost, but not 1 public 
phone in a local system that probably had phones in every house by 1960. 

Given it stayed there for over 50 years, I guess we would have a hard time trying to claim "we don't consider 
inherently movable or impermanent resources for the NR, these are artifacts. Perhaps the route we took with 
automobiles might be a good one, claiming we are not the best route to recognition for the property type. 

I'd probably ask Carol for her take on this one, as she might be able to offer one of her philosophical takes on 
why this property is a bad fit for the program ... after wrinkling up her nose at the thought! 

(And why for goodness sake would you start the context statement for a 1960s booth with 1828 local history?) 

Nostalgia versus significance. Wow, I guess I'm in the reject camp. 

On Fri, May 29, 2015 at 9:12 AM, Gabbert, James <james_gabbert@nps .gov> wrote: 
[Quoted text hidden] 

Paul R. Lusignan 
Historian 
National Register of Historic Places 
National Park Service 
202-354-2229, fax 202-371-2229 

Dellne, Lisa <lisa_deline@nps.gov> Fri, May 29, 2015 at 3:20 PM 
To: "Lusignan, Paul" <paul_lusignan@nps.gov> 
Cc: "Gabbert, James" <james_gabbert@nps.gov>, Barbara Wyatt <Barbara_Wyatt@nps.gov>, Roger Reed 
<roger_reed@nps.gov>, Patrick Andrus <Patrick_Andrus@nps.gov>, Alexis Abernathy 
<Alexis_Abernathy@nps.gov>, Edson Beall <Edson_Beall@nps.gov> 

Given the questions raised in your first paragraph Paul, it would seem that it could be a return (instead of a 
reject) providing the preparer an opportunity to answers those questions. They may come up with an amazing 

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=d82de657ad&view=pt&search=inbox&th=14d9fcd29dda1547&siml=14d9fcd29dda1547&siml=14da06622b5aacff&si... 3/4 
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explanation regarding modem telecommunications design and local artistic thinking. 
[Quoted text hidden] 

Lisa Deline 
Historian 
National Register of Historic Places 
www.nps.gov/nr 

Like us on Facebookl www.facebook.com/NationalRegisterNPS 
Flickr: www.flickr.com/photos/national register/ 

2t 16 
Natlonal Park.Service 
C. L. ~.., : L ;,J N I 1\ L 

Centennial Goal: Connect with and 

create the next aeneration of park 

visitors, supporters, and advocates. 

--------------------- --
Wyatt, Barbara <barbara_wyatt@nps.gov> Fri, May 29, 2015 at 4:04 PM 
To: "Lusignan, Paul" <paul_lusignan@nps.gov> 
Cc: "Gabbert, James" <james_gabbert@nps.gov>, Roger Reed <roger_reed@nps.gov>, Patrick Andrus 
<Patrick_Andrus@nps.gov>, Alexis Abernathy <Alexis_Abemathy@nps.gov>, Lisa Deline <Lisa_Deline@nps.gov>, 
Edson Beall <Edson_Beall@nps.gov> 

I'm in the reject camp too, although Jim's" intellectual argument" sounds intriguing. B. 

On Fri, May 29, 2015 at 3:03 PM, Lusignan, Paul <paul_lusignan@nps.gov> wrote: 
[Quoted text hidden] 

Barbara Wyatt, ASLA 
National Park Service 
National Register/NHL Programs 
1201 Eye Street NW 
Washington, DC 20005 
202.354.2252 

https ://mail .google.com/mail/u/0/?ui= 2&ik=d82de657ad&view= pt&search= i nbox&th= 14d9fcd29dda1547&sim I= 14d9fcd29dda1547&si m I= 14da06622b5aacff&si ... 4/4 
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Return or Reject? 
7 messages 

Gabbert, James <james_gabbert@nps.gov> 

Gabbert, James <james_gabbert@nps.gov> Fri, May 29, 2015 at 9:12 AM 
To: Barbara Wyatt <Barbara_Wyatt@nps.gov>, Roger Reed <roger_reed@nps.gov>, Patrick Andrus 
<Patrick_Andrus@nps.gov>, Paul Lusignan <Paul_Lusignan@nps.gov>, Alexis Abernathy 
<Alexis_Abernathy@nps.gov>, Lisa Deline <Lisa_Deline@nps.gov>, Edson Beall <Edson_Beall@nps.gov> 

Do we want to go there? 

This has problems as it is, but do we ant to list such a thing? An intellectual argument can be made for 
significance (although Arkansas didn't make it). 

Then there are technical issues of ownership - the booth versus the ground it is on ... 

Jim Gabbert 
Historian 
National Register of Historic Places/National Historic Landmarks 
(202) 354-2275 

~ Arkansas Telephone Booth.pdf 
2153K 

Reed, Roger <roger_reed@nps.gov> Fri, May 29, 2015 at 11 :59 AM 
To: "Gabbert, James" <james_gabbert@nps.gov> 
Cc: Barbara Wyatt <Barbara_Wyatt@nps.gov>, Patrick Andrus <Patrick_Andrus@nps.gov>, Paul Lusignan 
<Paul_Lusignan@nps.gov>, Alexis Abernathy <Alexis_Abernathy@nps.gov>, Lisa Deline <Lisa_Deline@nps.gov>, 
Edson Beall <Edson_Beall@nps.gov> 

So every intact phone booth in every town in Ameri.ca is locally significant? 

This brings to mind my Minnesota water tower. In that case, however, they made a case that, after a bad fire, 
this tower was both symbolically important and practically important in rebuilding the town. 

Here is it just an iconic artifact of late twentieth century life. 

I would be interested if other views are to the contrary. 

Roger G. Reed, Historian 
National Register and National Historic Landmarks 
1201 Eye Street NW 
Washington, D.C. 20008 
202-354-2278 

[Quoted text hidden] 

Deline, Lisa <lisa_deline@nps.gov> Fri, May 29, 2015 at 12:36 PM 
To: "Gabbert, James" <james_gabbert@nps.gov> 
Cc: Barbara Wyatt <Barbara_Wyatt@nps.gov>, Roger Reed <roger_reed@nps.gov>, Patrick Andrus 
<Patrick_Andrus@nps.gov>, Paul Lusignan <Paul_Lusignan@nps.gov>, Alexis Abernathy 
<Alexis_Abemathy@nps.gov>, Edson Beall <Edson_Beall@nps.gov> 

https :/Imai I .google.corn/mai l/u/0/?ui= 2&ik=d82de657ad&view= pt&search= i nbox&th= 14d9fcd29dda1547&sim I= 14d9fcd29dda 154 7 &si m I= 14da06622b5aacff&si . . . 1/4 
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Well ... after yesterday's NHL group discussions, if the community deems it important, then it's eligible. 
What other structures (toll booths?) do we have listed that were once ubiquitous and now rare? I see the setting 
and association as important elements in this case to show its relationship to car culture and how it is used (but 
not hit by SUVs). It has NR possibilities. Besides, those who forget to charge their cell phones or have no 
signal will be thrilled to discover the wonders of a 1960s phone booth technology. 

As for the booth vs ground - whoever has fee simple ownership would be the one. 

Sorry I'll miss out on the exciting discussion of what I would call a structure and not a building. 

On Fri , May 29, 2015 at 9:12 AM, Gabbert, James <james_gabbert@nps.gov> wrote: 
[Quoted text h idden] 

Lisa Deline 
Historian 
National Register of Historic Places 
www.nps.gov/nr 

Like us on Facebookl www.facebook.com/NationalRegisterNPS 
Flickr: www.flickr.com/photos/nationalregis ter/ 

2t 16 
National Park Service 
( L ~•, , ·_ :•,I l\'. l , \ L 

Centennial Goal: Connect with and 

crea.te the next generation of park 

visitors, supporters, and advocates. 

Wyatt, Barbara <barbara_wyatt@nps.gov> Fri, May 29, 2015 at 2:27 PM 
To: "Deline, Lisa" <lisa_deline@nps.gov> 
Cc: "Gabbert, James" <james_gabbert@nps.gov>, Roger Reed <roger_reed@nps.gov>, Patrick Andrus 
<Patrick_Andrus@nps.gov>, Paul Lusignan <Paul_lusignan@nps.gov>, Alexis Abernathy 
<Alexis_Abernathy@nps.gov>, Edson Beall <Edson_Beall@nps.gov> 

Part of the definition of "object" may work : " . .. those constructions that are primarily artistic in nature or are 
relatively small in scale and simply constructed." Phone booth, of course, isn't among the examples. The 
counting guidelines address small structures/objects a little better than the property type examples , although 
they're presented as part of some other nominated resource, like a building or site. In these cases, a phone 
booth would be one of those "minor resources" that are given scant attention (i.e. not counted), unless they're 
"particularly important." It could also be considered a landscape feature (in this case, a streetscape feature), 
also not counted separately. Regarding ownership, they seem comparable to ships on the sea or planes sitting 
at an airport, because they were designed to be portable. Because they were ubiquitous until 10 or 15 years ago
-seems a little early to single them out for individual nomination. Barbara 
[Quoted text hidden] 

Barbara Wyatt, ASLA 
National Park Service 
National Register/NHL Programs 

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=d82de657ad&view=pt&search=inbox&th=14d9fcd29dda1547&simI=14d9fcd29dda1547&siml=14da06622b5aacff&si ... 2/4 
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Returned

NPS Form 10-900 0MB No. 1024-0018 

United States Department of the Interior 
National Park Service 

National Register of Historic Places Registration Form 
This form is for use in nominating or requesting determinations for individual properties and districts. See inslrtll'!l"""":"'trt""t<fm nal Register 
Bulletin, How to Complete the National Register of Historic Places Regis/ration Form. If any item does not pply 
documented, enter "NIA" for "not applicable." For functions, architectural classification, materials, and areas of · 
categories and subcategories from the instructions. ___ .....,""" __ _,,, 

1. Name of Property 
Historic name: Prairie Grove Airli ht Outdoor Tele hone Booth 
Other names/site number: ~Si~te~#.!!_Wl/__j_A~l 2,f,,3~3~-------- ---l-~UIIIlUl,eAl~~rc 
Name of related multiple property listing: 
NIA 

(Enter "NI A" if property is not part of a multiple property listing 

2. Location 
Street & number: Southwest comer of East Douglas (U.S. 62) and Parker streets 
City or town: Prairie Grove State: Arkansas County: Washington 
Not For Pu~lication: □ Vicinity: □ 

3. State/Federal Agency Certification 

As the designated authority under the National Historic Preservation Act, as amended, 

I hereby certify that this _x_ nomination _ request for determination of eligibility meets 
the documentation standards for registering properties in the National Register of Historic 
Places and meets the procedural and professional requirements set forth in 36 CFR Part 60. 

In my opinion, the property __x_ meets _ does not meet the National Register Criteria. I 
recommend that this property be considered significant at the following 
level(s) of significance: 

national _statewide llocal 
Applicable National Register C!iteria: 

X A B D 

Date 

Arkansas Historic Preservation Program 

State or Federal agency/bureau or Tribal Government 

In my opinion, the property _meets_ does not meet the National Register criteria. 

Signature of commenting official: 

Title: 

1 

Date 

State or Federal agency/bureau 
or Tribal Government 
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National Park Service/ National Register of Historic Places Registration Form 
NPS Form 10-900 0MB No. 1024-0018 

Prairie Grove Airlight Outdoor Telephone Booth 
Name of Property 

4. National Park Service Certification 

I hereby certify that this property is: 

_ entered in the National Register 

_ determined eligible for the National Register 

_ determined not eligible for the National Register 

_ removed from the National Register 

_ other (explain:) ________ _ 

Signature of the Keeper 

5. Classification 

Ownership of Property 

(Check as many boxes as apply.) 
Private: 0 
Public - Local □ 

Public - State D 
Public-Federal D 
Category of Property 

(Check only one box.) 

Building(s) 

District 

Site 

Structure 

Object 

0 
□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 

Sections 1-6 page 2 

Date of Action 

Washington County, Arkansas 
County and State 
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United States Department of the Interior 
National Parl< Service/ National Register of Historic Places Registration Form 
NPS Form 10-900 0MB No. 1024-0018 

Prairie Grove Airlight Outdoor Telephone Booth 
Name of Property 

Number of Resources within Property 
(Do not include previously listed resources in the count) 

Contributing Noncontributing 
1 

Washington County, Arkansas 
County and State 

buildings 

sites 

structures 

objects 

Total 

Number of contributing resources previously listed in the National Register ___ _ 

6. Function or Use 
Historic Functions 
(Enter categories from instructions.) 

INDUSTRY /PROCESSING/EXTRACTION/communications facility 

Current Functions 
(Enter categories from instructions.) 

INDUSTRY /PROCESSING/EXTRACTION/communic_ations facility 

Sections 1-6 page 3 
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United States Department of the Interior 
National Park Service/ National Register of Historic Places Registration Form 
NPS Form 10-900 0MB No 1024-0018 

Prairie Grove Airlight Outdoor Telephone Booth 
Name of Property 

7. Description 

Architectural Classification 
(Enter categories from instructions.) 

OTHER/Plain-Traditional 

Materials: (enter categories from instructions.) 

Washington County, Arkansas 
County and State 

Principal exterior materials of the property: - ME __ T_AL_~G_L_A_S_S _____ _____ _ 

Narrative Description 
(Describe the historic and current physical appearance and condition of the property. Describe 
contributing and noncontributing resources if applicable. Begin with a summary paragraph that 
briefly describes the general characteristics of the property, such as its location, type, style, 
method of construction, setting, size, and significant features. Indicate whether the property has 
historic integrity.) 

Summary Paragraph 
The Prairie Grove Airlight Outdoor Telephone Booth is a square telephone .booth located on the 
south side of U.S. 62 on the east side of Prairie Grove. The booth was built c.1960 and features 
aluminum and glass construction. The booth rests on a concrete pad and is topped by a flat 
aluminum roof. The bi-fold door is located on the booth's north side, adjacent to U.S. 62. 

Narrative Description 
The Prairie Grove Airlight Outdoor Telephone Booth is a square telephone booth located at the 
southwest comer of U.S. 62 and Parker Street on the east side of Prairie Grove. The booth was 
built c.1960 and features aluminum ("satin anodized aluminum," according to the specifications) 
and glass construction. The booth rests on a concrete pad and is topped by a flat aluminum roof. 
The bi-fold door is located on the booth's north side, adjacent to U.S. 62. 

According to Section 2.02 of the 1971 specifications for the Airlight Telephone Booth, "The 
overall dimensions of the booth are: 

• Height - 86-1 /8 inches 
• Width- 35-7/16 inches at roof, 33-1/2 inches at base 

Section 7 page 4 
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United States Department of the Interior 
National Park Service/ National Register of Historic Places Registration Form 
NPS Form 10-900 0MB No. 1024-0018 

Prairie Grove Airlight Outdoor Telephone Booth 
Name of Property 

• Depth - 35-7 /16 inches at roof, 33-1/2 inches at base." 1 

Washington County, Arkansas 
County and State 

The location of the booth, which is adjacent to U.S. 62 and just to the northeast of the Colonial 
Motel, was a perfect location to serve residents, travelers, and motel guests. It is also across the 
street from Prairie Grove Battlefield Park (NR-listed September 4, 1970). 

The booth's phone number is (479) 846-9314. 

Front/North Farade 
The north fa9ade contains the booth's bi-fold door, which is located slightly off-center to the 
east. According to Section 2.03 of the specifications, "The door consists of two vertical sections, 
each containing two clear safety glass panels. The door is self-closing and folds along the right 
wall when opened." The specifications indicate that the glass is tempered glass that is 7/32" 
thick.2 

Above the door is a red panel with white letters that reads "TELEPHONE." A small projecting 
aluminum cornice spans the top of the booth. 

Side/EastFarade 
The east side of the booth consists of four large horizontally-oriented panels, with the top three 
panels being 7 /32" -thick tempered glass. The panels are all off-center slightly to the south. The 
bottom panel is an opaque red panel. Below the bottom panel is a small rectangular aluminum 
panel with six louvers that provide ventilation in the booth. Above the top panel is a red panel 
with white letters that reads "TELEPHONE." A small projecting aluminum cornice spans the 
top of the booth. 

Rear/South Farade 
The south side of the booth consists of four large horizontally-oriented panels, with the top three 
panels being 7/32"-thick tempered glass. The panels are all off-center slightly to the east. The 
bottom panel is an opaque red panel. Below the bottom panel is a small rectangular aluminum 
panel with six louvers that provide ventilation in the booth. Above the top panel is a red panel 
with white letters that reads "TELEPHONE." A small projecting aluminum cornice spans the 
top of the booth. 

Side/WestFarade 
The west side of the booth consists of four large horizontally-oriented panels, with the top three 
panels being 7 /32" -thick tempered glass. The panels are all off-center slightly to the north. The 
bottom panel is an opaque red panel. Below the bottom panel is a small rectangular aluminum 
panel with six louvers that provide ventilation in the booth. Above the top panel is a red panel 

1 American Telephone and Telegraph Company. Bell System Practices, Section 508-401-100, Outdoor Booth, KS-
14611 Airtight. Issue I, November 1971, p. 1. Found at: http://thephonebooth.com/l ibrary/psem/508-401-100.pdf. 
2 American Telephone and Telegraph Company. Bell System Practices, Section 508-401-100, Outdoor Booth, KS-
14611 Airtight. Issue I, November 1971, pp. I and 3. Found at: http://thephonebooth.com/library/psem/508-401-
100.pdf. 

Section 7 page 5 
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Prairie Grove Airlight Outdoor Telephone Booth 
Name of Property 

Washington County, Arkansas 
County and State 

with white letters that reads "TELEPHONE." 
top of the booth. 

A small projecting aluminum cornice spans the 

Interior 
The interior of the booth consists of one space with the telephone located in the southwest comer 
of the booth. An aluminum shelf, that tapers from south to north to provide clearance for the 
open door, is located on the west wall between the bottom two glass panels. A plastic phone 
directory holder is suspended from the bottom of the shelf. Light in the booth is provided by a 
circular florescent tube light located above a translucent cover. 

Integrity 
The Prairie Grove Airlight Outdoor Telephone Booth retains excellent integrity from the time of 
its construction c.1960. Although the booth was struck by an SUV in 2014, the booth was 
restored and reinstalled by Prairie Grove Telephone Company (PGTelco). Only some of the 
glass needed to be replaced as part of the restoration. The setting around the telephone booth 
also reflects the setting at the time of the booth's construction, since U.S. 62, Prairie Grove 
Battlefield Park, and the Colonial Motel were all in place in 1960. 

Section 7 page 6 
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United States Department of the Interior 
National Park Service/ National Register of Historic Places Registration Form 
NPS Form 10-900 0MB No 1024-0018 

Prairie Grove Airlight Outdoor Telephone Booth 
Name of Property 

8. Statement of Significance 

Applicable National Register Criteria 

Washington County, Arkansas 
County and State 

(Mark "x" in one or more boxes for the criteria qualifying the property for National Register 
listing.) 

□ 
0 

□ 

A. Property is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the 
broad patterns of our history. 

B. Property is associated with the lives of persons significant in our past. 

C. Property embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of 
construction or represents the work of a master, or possesses high artistic values, 
or represents a significant and distinguishable entity whose components lack 
individual distinction. 

D. Property has yielded, or is likely to yield, information important in prehistory or 
history. 

Criteria Considerations 
(Mark "x" in all the boxes that apply.) 

D A. Owned by a religious institution or used for religious purposes 

D B. Removed from its original location 

D C. A birthplace or grave 

D D. A cemetery 

D E. A reconstructed building, object, or structure 

□ F. A commemorative property 

□ G. Less than 50 years old or achieving significance within the past 50 years 

Section 8 page 7 
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Prairie Grove Airlight Outdoor Telephone Booth 
Name of Property 

Areas of Significance 
(Enter categories from instructions.) 
ARCHITECTURE 
COMMUNICATION 

Period of Significance 
c.1960-1965 

Significant Dates 
c.1960 

Significant Person 
(Complete only if Criterion B is marked above.) 

Cultural Affiliation 

Architect/Builder 

Section 8 page 8 

Washington County, Arkansas 
County and State 
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Prairie Grove Airlight Outdoor Telephone Booth Washington County, Arkansas 
Name of Property County and State 

Statement of Significance Summary Paragraph (Provide a summary paragraph that includes 
level of significance, applicable criteria, justification for the period of significance, and any 
applicable criteria considerations.) 

The Prairie Grove Airlight Outdoor Telephone Booth is being nominated to the National 
Register of Historic Places with local significance under Criterion C as an excellent example of 
the Airlight Outdoor Telephone Booth developed in the mid-1950s. When the Airlight Outdoor 
Telephone Booth was introduced c.1954, advertisements touted it as "something new in 
telephone booths." Its aluminum construction was an improvement over previous booths, and 
the glass around it, along with the overhead light, made the Airlight Outdoor Telephone Booth 
well-lighted and very comfortable to use. 

The Prairie Grove Airlight Outdoor Telephone Booth is also being nominated to the National 
Register with local significance under Criterion A for its importance in the communications 
history of Prairie Grove. By the early 1980s, AT&T oversaw approximately 1.4 million pay 
phones around the country. In the days before cellular phones, the pay phone and telephone 
booth were instrumental in allowing telephone communications outside the home or office. 
Although the introduction of cellular phones has meant the fast and widespread demise of the 
phone booth, a local outcry called for the reinstallation of the Prairie Grove Airlight Outdoor 
Telephone Booth after it was damaged in early 2014, illustrating the importance of the phone 
booth to the local community. 

Narrative Statement of Significance (Provide at least one paragraph for each area of 
significance.) 
HISTORY OF THE PROPERTY 
The establishment of Washington County and Arkansas's western border began in 1820 with the 
creation of Crawford County by the Arkansas territorial legislature. Four years later, Congress 
passed a bill that moved the western boundary of the Arkansas territory 40 miles to the west, 
although white settlers were not allowed to establish residence in the new area due to an 181 7 
treaty. In 1827 the Secretary of War lifted the ban on white settlement in the Cherokee country, 
and on October 13, 1827, Lovely County was created by the Arkansas territorial legislature. The 
following year, a treaty moved the territorial boundary 40 miles to the east, to its present 
location, and on October, 17, 1828, the territorial legislature created Washington County out of 
Lovely County, which ceased to exist.3 

The site of Prairie Grove was first settled in 1829 by Reverend Andrew Buchanan, and through 
his activities a school and church were also soon established. After Buchanan's death in 1857, h 
is land was split up among various benefactors, and in 1871, Buchanan's stepson, Col. James P. 
Neal, acquired the various parcels and began to live in Buchanan's homestead.4 

3 History a/Washington County, Arkansas. Springdale, AR: Shiloh Museum, 1989, pp. 85-86. 
4 History of Benton, Washington, Carroll, Madison, Crawford, Franklin, and Sebastian Counties, Arkansas. 
Chicago: The Goodspeed Publishing Co., 1889, p. 265. 

Section 8 page 9 
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Name of Property County and State 

After Neal was able to acquire all of the parcels, he decided to establish a town on the land. Neal 
was able to secure a post office, and he became the first postmaster. In the next few years, 
several businesses were established, including a blacksmith shop in 1872, a general store in 
1875, and a large flour mill in 1876. In 1877, the town was platted and the sale of the first lots 
began on March 24, 1877. By the late 1880s, Prairie Grove had a population of around 500 
residents. 5 Prairie Grove was incorporated on July 9, 1888.6 

The commercial importance of Prairie Grove also grew as the town's population grew. By the 
late 1880s, it was reported that 

The two most important manufacturing enterprises of the 
town are the Prairie Grove Mills, now owned and operated by H. 
C. & G. W. Crowell, and the Prairie Grove Canning and 
Evaporating Factory, operated by a joint-stock company .... The 
factory is supplied with all the latest improved machinery for 
canning and evaporating fruit. It has a capacity of 10,000 cans per 
day by the canning process, and 250 bushels per day when 
evaporating fruit or vegetables. 

The mercantile interests of Prairie Grove are represented by 
the following individuals and firms: General stores, H. C. & G. W. 
Crowell, B. A. Carl, W. N. Butler & Co., Hardy & Marrs, W. P. 
Dyer and D. F. McMillan; furniture, H. H. Collier; harness and 
saddlery, A. Dixon & Co.; druggists, McCormick & Co. and H. C. 
Crowell; jewelry, musical instruments, etc., Simmons & 
Henderson; marble works, Leach & Dorman; hardware, Baggett & 
Sanders; lumber, J. V. Rich. 7 

Communication was also important during the early days of Prairie Grove, the town having had 
three newspapers by 1890. "In 1885 a weekly newspaper called the Prairie Grove News was 
established by Joseph Garrison, and published for about one year. In April, 1887, H. Milton 
Butler began the publication of the Prairie Grove Banner, which he has since continued. The 
Rising Sun was published for a short time in 1887, but was soon bought out by the Banner."8 

Although the first telephone call, which was between Alexander Graham Bell and his assistant, 
Thomas Watson, occurred on March 10, 1876, it was a few years before the people of Arkansas 
could make phone calls. Telephone service first reached Arkansas when the Western Union 
Telegraph Company installed it in Little Rock in November 1879. It is believed that Little 
Rock's telephone exchange is the third oldest exchange in the country. After it was used in Little 

5 History of Benton, Washington, Carroll, Madison, Crawford, Franklin, and Sebastian Counties, Arkansas. 
Chicago: The Goodspeed Publishing Co., 1889, p. 265 . 
6 History of Washington County, Arkansas. Springdale, AR: Shiloh Museum, 1989, p. 264. 
7 History of Benton, Washington, Carroll, Madison, Crawford, Franklin, and Sebastian Counties, Arkansas. 
Chicago: The Goodspeed Publishing Co., 1889, p. 266. 
8 History of Benton, Washington, Carroll, Madison, Crawford, Franklin, and Sebastian Counties, Arkansas. 

Chicago: The Goodspeed Publishing Co., 1889, pp. 265-266. 
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Rock, it was not long until telephone service was installed in other parts of the state, including 
Prairie Grove. 9 

Telephone service came to Prairie Grove in 1888 when local physician Ephraim Graham 
McCormick strung a telephone wire across the city's main street to his brother's pharmacy 
across the street. Since many of the town's neighbors also wanted to have telephone service, the 
brothers incorporated the company in October 1906. Initially, the Prairie Grove Telephone 
Company had a switchboard and a one-page directory. 10 

After establishing the phone service in Prairie Grove, McCormick later strung the line from 
Prairie Grove to Fayetteville. James C. Parks, McCormick's son-in-law, started working on the 
switchboard and later became president of the company. He operated the company until his 
death in 1958. Throughout the twentieth century, the company grew and survived the World 
Wars and the Depression, due in part by never disconnecting a phone for not paying the bill. 
(Payments were routinely accepted "in the form of eggs, produce and 'the occasional cow."') 
The company remains in the Parks family and is currently headed by David Parks, who came on 
board with the company in 1980. Today, the Prairie Grove Telephone Company has 33 
employees, 6,900 landlines, and 5,800 bills that are sent out every month. The old Prairie Grove 
telephone prefix was Vinewood or VI. 11 

Initially, telephone service was only limited to those people who subscribed to telephone service 
and leased the company's equipment. However, if a non-subscriber had an emergency and 
needed to summon the police or fire department, they had no way to do it. As a result, it became 
apparent early on that telephone usage had to be open to everyone. The solution was to have a 
public pay station, and the first one opened on June 1, 1880, in the New Haven office of the 
Connecticut Telephone Company. The cost per call was ten cents, which was paid to a 
uniformed attendant. Not long afterwards, William Gray, invented a "coin-controlled apparatus 
for telephones" that required inserting a coin into a slot. Gray's invention was given patent 
number 408,709, and the first one was installed in the Hartford Bank in 1889. 12 

As pay stations for phones became more prevalent, it was only a matter of time before a booth 
developed to allow the conversation to have some privacy. The first fully-enclosed telephone 
booth, which was interestingly on wheels, was patented in 1883. By the early 1890s, however, 
phone booths had become quite elaborate affairs. An 1891 brochure indicated that "basic models 
- with double walls and domed roofs - were available in oak or cherry and cost between $112 

9 Sutherlin, Diann. The Arkansas Handbook. Little Rock, AR: Fly-By-Night Press, 1996, p. 392. 
10 Barry, Dan. "A Town Won't Let Go ofa Coin-Drop Line to the Past." The New York Times, 4 July 2014, found 
at: http://www.nytimes.com/2014/07/05/us/05land.html? r=0. 
11 Barry, Dan. "A Town Won't Let Go ofa Coin-Drop Line to the Past." The New York Times, 4 July 2014, found 
at: http://www.nytimes.com/2014/07 /05/us/05 land.htrn I? r=0. 
12 Stem, Ellen, and Emily Gwathmey. Once Upon a Telephone: An Illustrated Social History. New York: 
Harcourt Brace and Company, 1994, pp. 117-118. 
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and $225. Extra features included a Wilton rug for $3.50 or $6.50, revolving stools with russet 
leather tops for $2.00, and yellow silk window draperies for $3.00 a pair." 13 

By 1912, Western Electric's catalog featured simplified phone booth models that could be lined 
up in a row. The booths featured double-hinged folding doors, fans, lights and stools that were 
attached to the booth's hardwood walls. Each booth also featured shelves with slots below them 
to hold the phone book. Later models, which were made of steel were specifically intended for 
outdoor use. 14 

As the twentieth century dawned, the use of the telephone - and the telephone booth - grew 
tremendously. As Ariana Kelly writes in her article, "Last Call for Phone Booths," "By 1904 
there were over 3 million phones and 81,000 phone booths across America. By 1946, only half 
of American homes contained phones; consequently, pay phones were nexus points for 
communities. For traveling salesmen and other insolvent entrepreneurs, telephone booths in the 
lobbies of public buildings were the only affordable places to do business."15 

Outdoor telephone booths began to appear in the 1940s during World War II at military bases, 
and they allowed military personnel to make calls to families back home. However, it was 
during the 1950s that they became prevalent on the American landscape. Interestingly, "Pay 
telephones eventually became so deeply ingrained in American life that even the government 
catered to them: When the U.S. Treasury changed the composition of coins, they checked with 
the telephone company to make sure the coins were compatible with pay phones."16 

Although telephone booths were intended to attract people who needed to make phone calls, they 
attracted two other groups for very different reasons. College students loved phone booths for 
the crazy competition of seeing how many people they could fit in one. The North American 
record, which was set at St. Mary's College in Morega, California, was 22. Phone booths 
installed in National Parks also did a good job of attracting moose. Interestingly, as Michael 
McLeod writes in his article "Old-Fashioned Telephone Booths are Quickly Becoming 
Obsolete," "Several of the animals charged into the booths and destroyed them, having mistaken 
their reflections in the glass for a rival homing in on their area code."17 

When the Airlight Outdoor Telephone Booth was introduced in the mid-1950s, the Bell 
Telephone System took out advertisements touting the booth's new modem design and features. 

13 Stern, Ellen, and Emily Gwathmey. Once Upon a Telephone: An Illustrated Social History. New York: 
Harcourt Brace and Company, 1994, pp. 120-121. 
14 Stern, Ellen, and Emily Gwathmey. Once Upon a Telephone: An Illustrated Social History. New York: 
Harcourt Brace and Company, 1994, p. 121. 
15 Kelly, Ariana. "Last Call for Phone Booths." Los Angeles Review of Books, 13 January 2013. Found at: 
http://www.salon.com/'"'013/0 I /I 3/last call for phone booths/. 
16 McLeod, Michael. "Old-Fashioned Telephone Booths are Quickly Becoming Obsolete." The Seattle Times. 
Found at: hllp://community.seauletime .nws urce.com/archi e/?datc- :!0030430& lug=payphone, 30 . 
17 McLeod, Michael. "Old-Fashioned Telephone Booths are Quickly Becoming Obsolete." The Seattle Times. 
Found at: htD://communit 1.sea llletime .11 1 source.com/archi e/?date=:!0030430& lug- )rl )h ne. 30. Interestingly, 
according to http://www.fiftiesweb.com/fashion/cramming.htm, telephone-booth stuffing originated in Durban 
South Africa, and the South African record of25 people has yet to be surpassed. 
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For example, a 1954 advertisement proclaimed that "There's Something New in Telephone 
Booths." The advertisement read: 

Any time you see one of these new Airlight Outdoor 
Telephone Booths, you're likely to want to go right in and make a 
call. 

For they are mighty attractive and comfortable. They are 
well-lighted, day and night. Tip-up directories are in easy reach. 
There's an ample shelf for packages and handbags. 

The Airlight Outdoor Booths are never closed. They are 
available for service 24 hours a day, every day in the year. 

It's just another step in the never-ending job of making the 
telephone more convenient and more useful to more and more 
people. 

By bringing the telephone closer to you, we bring you 
closer to everybody. And thus make the service just that much 
more valuable. 18 

Another advertisement from 1959 also stressed the convenience of the new phone booths in a 
variety of situations. The advertisement, titled "Like a lighthouse on the highway," showed a lit
up phone booth on the shoulder of a dark highway, and read 

A thoughtful husband, hurrying home, phones to reassure 
his wife. 

A young family calls ahead to make reservations for the 
night. 

A vacationing couple enjoys a telephone visit with old 
friends off their route. 

A sputtering car coasts to a stop and two grateful women 
phone for road service. 

Lighted outdoor telephone booths are multiplying along 
America's highways. They and half a million other public 
telephones - in stores, stations, hotels, motels, airports and other 
places - make telephone service more useful and convenient day or 
night. 

Public telephones get things done wherever you are. They 
save you time and trouble. Use them like your own phone - to 
visit a friend, check an address, thank a hostess - to make reports, 
appointments, sales. There's always a public phone handy to help 

19 you. 

18 "There's Something New in Telephone Booths." 1954 Bell Telephone System Advertisement. Found at: 
hll ://thephoneboolh.com/phoneacl verl / telcphoneboolhs/someth i ng-nev,-i 11-rel~1 hone-booths.h1m I. 
19 "Like a Lighthouse on the Highway." 1959 Bell Telephone System Advertisement. Found at: 
htt ://the honebooth.com/ honeadverts/tele honc.booths/lik -a- Ii 1ht11011se. html. 
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The use of the Airlight Outdoor Telephone Booth soon spread across the country, including 
Arkansas. The Prairie Grove Telephone Company installed one on the east side of Prairie Grove 
on U.S. 62 near the Colonial Motel c.1960. The booth's location on the main highway near a 
motel and across the street from the Prairie Grove Battlefield Park made perfect sense. People 
passing through Prairie Grove, staying at the motel, or visiting the park, could enjoy the booth's 
convemence. 

Although the exact date of the installation of the Prairie Grove Airlight Outdoor Telephone 
Booth is not known, the Prairie Grove Telephone Company believes that it was installed c.1960. 
An article in the Prairie Grove Enterprise on April 17, 195 8, talked about the growth of Prairie 
Grove's phone system and the upgrades that the company was undertaking, and it's possible that 
the phone booth was installed as part of the improvements. The article stated: 

Thirty-seven new telephones were installed last month by 
the Prairie Grove Telephone Company - breaking a previous 
record of thirty-two installations for one month. Also a new record 
was established for the three month period of January, February 
and March when 97 new telephones were installed. These figures 
seem especially significant in view of the fact that January, 
February and March are normally the slowest months of the year. 
An indication that this part of the country is experiencing 
considerable growth at the present time. 

The company also announced that the new long distance 
equipment has been installed in the Prairie Grove, Lincoln, 
Farmington, Morrow and Dutch Mills exchanges and a great deal 
more new equipment will be installed within the next few months. 
This equipment has and will mean considerable improvement in all 
phases of telephone service. 20 

The period of 1958 was also a period of a tremendous amount of development at the Prairie 
Grove Battlefield Park, which may have also contributed to the installation of the booth to serve 
tourists coming to visit the park. 

By the 1980s, pay phones were still an important part of the telephone network and important in 
communications. Sonny Kleinfield's book The Biggest Company on Earth: A Profile of AT&T 
noted: 

Besides supplying home and business phone service, the 
Bell System superintends some 1.4 million pay phones. They are 
found in stores, on street comers, in subways, but also on 
Metroliner trains, stashed inside the Statue of Liberty, and rocking 
on some Coast Guard boats. Nothing is out of the question. A 

20 "Phone Installations Set New Record." Prairie Grove Enterprise. 17 April 1958, p. 1. 
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number of coin phones have been installed in forests to oblige 
talkative hunters. The decision on when to collect the coins from 
the phones (usually when about $72 piles up inside) is made by 
computer. In most cases it costs a dime to make a local call, 
though until recently it was a nickel in Louisiana and it's a quarter 
in Florida. Despite the relatively modest amount of money to be 
found in pay phones, they have long been a popular mark for 
criminals. Since it can take an embarrassingly long time to jimmy 
open and empty out a pay phone, coin robbers often take the whole 
phone with them, if they can. Ecologists once cleared out a Detroit 
municipal pond and discovered 168 coin phones buried in the 
debris. Some pay phone receivers rest on their hooks for months. 
At the other extreme, the phone near the ticket counter in the 
bowels of the Greyhound Bus Terminal on Chicago's Randolph 
Street is snatched up an average of 270 times a day. It's the 
busiest pay phone in the nation. Have to call the doctor? Go 
anywhere else.21 

The fact that some pay phones were not being used became more and more prevalent starting in 
the 1970s as the use of cellular phones increased. The time also marked when the phone booth 
all but disappeared. In 1993, there were 13 million cellular phones in the United States, and in 
just ten years it had skyrocketed to 143 million. During just about the same period, the number 
of pay phones declined from 2.6 million in 1996 to less than two million in 2003. As Michael 
McLeod writes: 

Once every pay phone had its own little booth, and every 
little booth was a stage for solitary dramas. Telephone booths 
were the original chat rooms, back in a time when real life was all 
that there was. 

Underworld characters slinked into the booths to smoke 
Lucky Strikes and rat on one another. Reporters in dapper hats 
phoned in scoops from them. Lovers held their receivers close to 
murmur across the wires. 

Phone booths held the crowd at bay, providing a sliver of 
privacy for one thin dime. It was the greatest time-share bargain in 
history. 

Naturally, it didn't last.22 

The dramatic rise in cellular phone use and the dramatic decline in the use of pay phones almost 
took out the Prairie Grove Airlight Outdoor Telephone Booth in 2014. On June 7, 2014, the 
booth was damaged after being struck by an SUV whose owner had fallen asleep at the wheel. 

21 Klein field, Sonny. The Biggest Company on Earth . New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1981, pp. 9-10. 
22 McLeod, Michael. "Old-Fashioned Telephone Booths are Quickly Becoming Obsolete." The Seattle Times. 
Found at: http://community.seattletimes.nwsource.com/archive/?date=20030430&slug=payphones30. 
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Due to the fact that the money raised by the booth - about $2.00 every six months - does not 
cover the booth's expenses, which includes the expense of maintaining the phone line and $5.00 
a month for the electricity to light the booth's light, the Prairie Grove Telephone Company 
(PGTelco) considered disconnecting the phone booth. However, because of the local response 
on Facebook, the company instead took the booth to their warehouse and began the process of 
repairing and restoring the booth. Patrick Smith, who had used the phone booth on many 
occasions as a teenager to call home after attending a move at the 112 Drive In Theater in 
Fayetteville, did most of the work on the booth. After several weeks of work, the Prairie Grove 
Airlight Outdoor Telephone Booth was reinstalled outside of the Colonial Motel where locals 
and passersby can stop and take pictures or, if they choose, once again even make a phone call.23 

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PROPERTY 
The Prairie Grove Airlight Outdoor Telephone Booth represented a new direction in the design 
of telephone booths. Instead of wooden booths that were found inside hotels, drug stores, or 
other businesses in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the Airlight Outdoor 
Telephone Booth was developed specifically for outdoor use. Its aluminum and glass 
construction was durable enough to stand up to the elements and the amount of glass along with 
the louvers on the sides allowed its namesake elements - air and light - to flood the booth. Bell 
Telephone touted the new Airlight booth as being "mighty attractive and comfortable," and 
features such as being "well-lighted, day and night," having "tip-up directories .. .in easy reach," 
and having "an ample shelf for packages and handbags" made it live up to Bell Telephone's 
claim.24 The Prairie Grove Airlight Outdoor Telephone Booth represents an excellent example 
of this distinctive 1950s phone booth type, and although it was once common around the 
country, it is one of two Airlight Telephone Booths currently known to remain in Arkansas. 

Telephone booths were once a common feature in America's towns and cities. The 1958 
Telephone Almanac estimated that there were "some half a million" indoor and outdoor 
telephone booths in use around the country.25 The fact that telephone booths like the Airlight 
booth were multiplying along America's highways made "telephone service more useful and 
convenient day or night."26 The importance of the Airlight telephone booth in communications 
was claimed by Bell Telephone in their advertisements in that "they save you time and trouble" 
and "by bringing the telephone closer to you, we bring you closer to everybody. And thus make 

23 "Accident Disconnects Beloved Prairie Grove Phone Booth." Found at: 
http://www. arkansasmatters. com/ story/ di story/ ace i dent -disconnects-be lo ved-prairi e-grove-ph one-
b/70375/O M oS p · v Rn 6 uF7nwk3 KA, and Barry, Dan. "A Town Won't Let Go of a Coin-Drop Line to the Past." 
The New York Times, 4 July 2014, found at: http://www.nytimes.com/2014/07 /05/us/05 land.html? r=O. 

24 "There's Something New in Telephone Booths." 1954 Bell Telephone System Advertisement. Found at: 
hu p://1 hephonebooLh .com/ I ion end verls/telephonebooths/somet h ing-11ew-i n-lel1.:phone-bo0Lh .htm I. 
25 Stern, Ellen, and Emily Gwathmey. Once Upon a Telephone: An lllustrated Social History. New York: 
Harcourt Brace and Company, 1994, p. 118. 
26 "Like a Lighthouse on the Highway." 1959 Bell Telephone System Advertisement. Found at: 
ht ://t'l1e Jhonebooth.com/ honeadverls/tele ho11ebooths/ lik · -a-Ii >hthouse.hlm l. 
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the service just that much more valuable. "27 The value and importance of telephone booths, 
especially in the days prior to the proliferation of cellular phones, is indisputable. 

The location of Prairie Grove's Airlight booth illustrates its importance in the town's 
communication during the 1960s (and up to today). Located on U.S. 62, the main highway 
through town, the booth is located adjacent to the Colonial Motel, Prairie Grove's only hotel, and 
across the road from Prairie Grove Battlefield Park, the community's main tourist attraction. 
The location meant that it was easily accessible to those who would most likely need it in Prairie 
Grove - travelers passing through and tourists visiting the park or spending the night in town. 

The Prairie Grove Airlight Outdoor Telephone Booth represents an excellent example of an 
Airlight booth, a type of building that has virtually disappeared from the landscape due to the 
exponential growth in the use of cellular phones. The Prairie Grove Airlight Outdoor Telephone 
Booth is also important to the communication history of Prairie Grove, representing an important 
means of commW1ication in the area in the 1960s. Due to its importance in Prairie Grove's 
communication history, and due to its significance as an excellent example of an Airlight 
Outdoor Telephone Booth, the Prairie Grove Airlight Outdoor Telephone Booth is being 
nominated to the National Register of Historic Places with local significance under Criteria A 
andC. 

27 "Like a Lighthouse on the Highway." 1959 Bell Telephone System Advertisement. Found at: 
hlt ://Lhe Jhoncb 0th.com/ honeadverts/rele hon ~booths/l ike-a-li 0 hLhouse.hlm l, and "There's Something New in 
Telephone Booths." I 954 Bell Telephone System Advertisement. Found at: 
h!.!Jtffth honebooth.com/ honead ert s/ ele honi;;booLhs/som ·thin 1-new-in-1ele Jhone-bo tbs.html .. 
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Name of repository: _________________ _ 
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10. Geographical Data 

Acreage of Property Less than one acre. 

Use either the UTM system or latitude/longitude coordinates 

Latitude/Longitude Coordinates 
Datum if other than WGS84: -----
( enter coordinates to 6 decimal places) 
1. Latitude: 35.982623 Longitude: -94.309993 

2. Latitude: Longitude: 

3. Latitude: Longitude: 

4. Latitude: Longitude: 
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□NAD 1927 or 0 NAD 1983 

1. Zone: 15 Easting: 381904 

2. Zone: Easting: 

3. Zone: Easting: 

4. Zone: Easting: 

Northing: 

Northing: 

Northing: 

Northing: 

Washington County, Arkansas 
County and State 

3982814 

Verbal Boundary Description (Describe the boundaries of the property.) 

Beginning at UTM point 15/381902/3982815 on the southern edge of U.S. 62, proceed southerly 
for 15 feet to UTM point 15/381902/3982811, thence proceed easterly for 10 feet to UTM point 
15/381905/3982811, thence proceed northerly for 15 feet to the southern edge of U.S. 62 at 
UTM point 15/381905/3982815, thence proceed westerly along the eastern edge of U.S. 62 to 
the point of beginning. 

Boundary Justification (Explain why the boundaries were selected.) 

The boundary includes the Prairie Grove Airlight Outdoor Telephone Booth and its immediate 
surroundings. 

11. Form Prepared By 

name/title: Ralph S. Wilcox, National Register & Survey Coordinator 
organization: Arkansas Historic Preservation Program 
street & number: 323 Center Street Suite 1500 
city or town: Little Rock state: AR zip code:_7"'""2=2"'-'0'"""l'-----
e-mail: ralph@arkansasheritage.org 
telephone: (501) 324-9787 
date: January 9, 2015 
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• Maps: A USGS map or equivalent (7.5 or 15 minute series) indicating the property's 
location. 

• Sketch map for historic districts and properties having large acreage or numerous 
resources. Key all photographs to this map. 

• Additional items: (Check with the SHPO, TPO, or FPO for any additional items.) 

Photographs 
Submit clear and descriptive photographs. The size of each image must be 1600x 1200 pixels 
(minimum), 3000x2000 preferred, at 300 ppi (pixels per inch) or larger. Key all photographs 
to the sketch map. Each photograph must be numbered and that number must correspond to 
the photograph number on the photo log. For simplicity, the name of the photographer, 
photo date, etc. may be listed once on the photograph log and doesn't need to be labeled on 
every photograph. 

Photo Log 

Name of Property: Prairie Grove Airlight Outdoor Telephone Booth 

City or Vicinity: Prairie Grove 

County: Washington County 

Photographer: Callie Williams 

Date Photographed: August 28, 2014 

State: Arkansas 

Description of Photograph(s) and number, include description of view indicating direction of 
camera: 

1 of 5 . South and east fa9ades, looking northwest. 

2 of_5_. North fa9ade, looking south. 

3 of 5 . West fa9ade, looking east. 

4 of _2_. West and south fa9ades, looking northeast. 

5 of_5_. View of the interior, looking southwest. 
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United States Department of the Interior 
National Par1< Service/ National Register of Historic Places Registration Form 
NPS Form 10-900 0MB No. 1024-0018 

Prairie Grove Airlight Outdoor Telephone Booth 
Name of Property 

Washington County, Arkansas 
County and State 

Paperwork Reduction Act Statement: This information is being collected for applications to the National Register of Historic 
Places to nominate properties for listing or determine eligibility for listing, to list properties, and to amend existing listings. Response 
to this request is required to obtain a benefit in accordance with the National Historic Preservation Act, as amended (16 U.S.C.460 
et seq.). 

Estimated Burden Statement: Public reporting burden for this form is estimated to average 100 hours per response including 
time for reviewing instructions, gathering and maintaining data, and completing and reviewing the form. Direct comments regarding 
this burden estimate or any aspect of this form to the Office of Planning and Performance Management. U.S. Dept. of the Interior, 
1849 C. Street, NW, Washington, DC. 
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PROPERTY 
NAME: 

Prairie Grove Airlight Outdoor Telephone Booth 

MULTIPLE 
NAME: 

STATE & COUNTY: ARKANSAS, Washington 

DATE RECEIVED: 4/17/15 
DATE OF 16TH DAY: 5/26/15 
DATE OF WEEKLY LIST: 

REFERENCE NUMBER: 15000291 

DETAILED EVALUATI~ 

DATE OF PENDING LIST: 5/08/15 
DATE OF 45TH DAY: 6/02/15 
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ABSTRACT/SUMMARY COMMENTS: 
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DOCUMEN comment~ see attached SLR Y/N 

If a nomination is returned to the nominating authority, the 
nomination is no longer under consideration by the National Park 
Service. 



United States Department of the Interior 

Property Name: 

Reference Number: 

Reason for Return 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 
1849 C Street, N.W. 

Washington, DC 20240 

The United States Department of the Interior 
National Park Service 

National Register of Historic Places 
Evaluation/Return Sheet 

Prairie Grove Airlight Outdoor Telephone Booth, 
Washington County, AR 

15000291 

This nomination is being returned for substantive revision. While the idea that a structure 
of a scale such as a telephone booth might be individually eligible for listing blurs the 
line between a "place" and an artifact, and it begs the question about where the line 
between significance and nostalgia is drawn, the National Register has concluded that 
there is no categorical exclusion for telephone booths. The documentation submitted for 
the Prairie Grove Airlight Outdoor Telephone Booth raises many questions regarding 
significance and integrity of this particular phone booth that need to be addressed before 
this nomination can be accepted. 

The nomination was submitted under Criteria A and C, for local significance. 
Communication and Architecture are the areas of significance with c. 1960-1965 as the 
period of significance. 

Architectural Significance: A property cannot be eligible for the National Register 
simply because it is an example of something over fifty years of age. What is the 
significant contribution to "local" architecture? It is not sufficient for it simply to be 
Prairie Grove's only representative example of the property type; you must answer the 
question "why is the style/type significant?" and "why is it important in the local 
architectural context?" For example, through much scholarly investigation and through 
countless years of nominations, we've all become aware of the values attributed to the 
Greek Revival style and its emergence in American architecture, so the nomination 
speaking to "good representative example of the type" is given the benefit of the doubt, 
but that same shorthand nomination does not work as well with "new" design or property 
types, which call for more analysis. Within the context of Prairie Grove's 



architectural/engineering design history, why is this telephone booth important? Did it 
supplant earlier designs? Was it supplanted itself? ls there demonstrated influence of the 
design of this booth in the architectural context of the community? 

Communications significance: Under Criterion A, there must be a direct association 
between the nominated property and the area of significance. Within the concept oflocal 
telecommunications history, does this particular phone stand out from any of the others in 
the community? The narrative points out that the citizens of Prairie Grove had access to 
telephones as early as 1888, so it is not likely that the phone in this particular booth was 
central to the community's communications needs, especially since it was only installed 
around 1960. The nomination does not tell us if there were other public, pay telephones 
in the town, and if so, where they were and when they were removed. Nor does it tell us 
if there were other booths, either similar to the nominated booth or of a different design. 
What was the impetus for the installation of this booth? Why at this location? Are there 
any statistics about usage? Is there a next generation of public telephones? If so, what 
are the defining design characteristics and are there examples in town? 

Integrity: There is no discussion of the telephone itself, the raison d'etre for the booth. 
Is it the original telephone installed in the booth or is a later replacement? Do changes to 
the telephone impact the booth's overall integrity, especially if you are claiming 
significance in communication? The nomination notes that the booth was damaged by an 
automobile, but the extent of the damage is not described, nor is the extent of 
reconstruction/restoration and the subsequent impact on its integrity. Was all of the glass 
replaced? How much of the aluminum structure is original? 

Other issues: In Section 5, this resource would be classified as a "structure," not a 
"building." In Section 7, the architectural classification it is okay to use "OTHER," but 
the subcategory should be something descriptive such as "telephone booth" rather than 
"plains traditional." See the guidance in the box on page 24 of the National Register 
Bulletin How to Complete the National Register Registration Form. Also, the issue of 
ownership is unclear. Assuming that the booth is owned by the local telephone company, 
is the land on which it sits also owned by the company? If not, was the owner of the land 
on which the booth sits properly notified prior to submission of the nomination to the 
state review board? 

We appreciate the opportunity to review this nomination and hope that you find these 
comments useful. Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions. I can be 
reached w4-2275 or email at <james gabbert@nps.gov>. 

Jlbbert, Historian 
National Register of Historic Places 
7/28/2015 
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NAT REGISTER OF HISTORIC PLACES 
NATIOflJAL PARK SERVICE 

National Register and National Historic Landmark Programs 
National Register of Historic Places 
1201 Eye St. NW, 8th Fl. 
Washington D.C. 20005 

RE: Prairie Grove Airlight Outdoor Telephone Booth - Prairie 
Grove, Washington County, Arkansas 

Dear Mr. Loether: 

We are enclosing for your review the above-referenced revised 
nomination. The Arkansas Historic Preservation Program has 
complied with all applicable nominating procedures and notification 
requirements in the nomination process. 

If you need further information, please call Ralph S. Wilcox of my staff 
at (501) 324-9787. Thank you for your cooperation in this matter. 

Sinct u 
Stacy .~ 

State ~ ic Preservation Officer 

SH:rsw 
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